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WITH BUILT-IN LITHIUM

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY

AirMan® Mini Handheld Inflator is a new born product for the 
two wheel market.

AirMan® Mini is a cordless handheld inflator that fits in the 
palm of your hand, with a built-in Li-ion rechargeable battery. 
It is perfect for everyday fast inflation. It’s compact in size, 
light weight, and long lasting battery makes it a must-have 
item for any cycling trip.

AirMan® Mini Handheld Inflator is designed for all bicycle 
tires and sports balls in mind. It is comfortable to grip and 
easy to operate with one hand with the inflation and deflation 
button at your fingertip. The product suits both left handed 
and right handed users. The groove with special locking 
neck can accommodate the hose neatly with either thread 
connector or needle adaptor attached. You can have your 
choice of connection.

Ride easy with the Airman Mini.
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Best for

Not for

MINIMINI



•   Maximum pressure up to 110 psi. Designed for inflating all 
type of bicyle tires.

•  Maximum running time up to 15 mins at the optimum 
pressure range 30 to 55 psi

•   Capable to top up a car tire pressure from 26 psi to 36 psi. 
•   Equipped with a bright LED light that allows you to working 

in dark environments. 
•   Noise level around 72 dB, similar to vacuum cleaner or hair 

dryer. It is relatively quieter when compare with other 
compressors in the market.

•  High-capacity 2200mAh built-in rechargeable Li-ion battery, 
last longer after one charge. 
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FEATURES:

SPECIFICATIONS:
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MINIMINI

Inflator type
Voltage (V) Amperage (A) Power (W)
Max pressure 
Power supply
Max running time
Sound level (dB(A))
Cooling time

Charging time 

Mountain bike ( Tubeless, 0-40 psi )
City bike ( Tubular, 1.95w, 0-55psi )
Basketball ( 0-8psi )
Top up car tire ( 26-36psi )
Guarantee 

High Pressure Low Volume inflation 
7.4V  6A  44.4W
759 kPa / 7.59 bar / 110 psi *
Li-ion battery, 2200mAh 
15 mins
72 dB
30 mins

3 hours to full charge
Charging port USB Type-C charge port ( 5V 2A)

< 2 mins
< 2m 30s 
< 30s
< 5m 30s
2 years 

Dimension 
Weight

131 x 80 x 40 mm 
330 g 

Based on type of inflatable object*


